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  Summary-The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship of nationality

and age to creativity scores among older svomen Data were collected on 20 women

with an atste range of 60 to 70 in Fukuokt City. Japan and on 20 women ages 60 to 70 in

York County South Carolina.  The Circ］es subtest of Torrance Test of Creative

Thinking :as used Hypotheses coneerning nationality and creativity scores and age

and creativity scores were test. ed.  Only the elaborition factor of creat. ivity wi s found

to be significantty related (chi-square 10. 0 P).  .  Ol) to nationality among these otder

wtomen w'ith the Japanese group scoring higher.  ON;eratl creatiilerity scores and ot. her

sub-factors were not significantly related to ni tionality i nd i ge. 

1.  INTRODUCTiON

  The older people of the United Statos constitutes approximately 11 percent of the total popula-

tion ( Atchle｝i 1980) and the ol｛ler people of Japan constitutes approximately 9.  perccnt of the

total populntion (Masuda nnd l・liurn 1980).  These people are in the age range of 65 years old

and above.  The number of older people 7ilt pr()bably・ crontinue to increase rapidly over the

nex't few decades.  By the ｝;ear 2000.  the older people of tiie LJnited States 一rill constitute approx

imately 12. 2 percent ( Atchley 1980) and in Japan will constitute approximately 15 percent of

the total population.  E urprisinsrly by the year 2020.  in Japan the number of older people ;ill

constitute Etpproximately 22 percent of the total population ()'lasuda and Pv'liura 19. 80) As

can be g.  een frc)n) the figures older peoplc constitute a large proport. ion of the population and

therefore are of great concern.  This increase has res.  utted from several factors ln the United

States Lhe number of births has increased steadily over the past 100 years . tN larger propor-

tion of those born are now surviving to age 65 than was formerl］v' the case ln i ddition.  the

large numbers of people who migrated to the United States in the late nineteenth and early

twentleth centuriet nre becoming older ( Botwinick.  1973).  ln Japan.  a decllning birth rate and

iniprovcd medical facilities and care have resulted in the poputation becoming skercrd to:arcl

the older end of the scrale ( Burks 19811) .  A: the number of older people has.  increi sed their

status has decreased.  One result of this lowered status is t. hat they are often taken for granted. 

  Dr.  Reischauer at llarvnrd LJniverslty.  the athor of The Japanese savs that . The poptilar

g'eneralization is that the Japanes'e are intellecttralty not very creative (1977 p. 225).  One evi-

dence lie pret ents is that Japan hns developed by imitating western technology.  Another evi・
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dence is that very fe-t Nobel Prize winners arc Japanese.  Reischauer'si view does not seem to

be convincing.  To exanline his view we wou且d like to assess creativity factors among old peo・

ple in Japan and in the United States

  Among the aged the most frequent psychological difficulty is depression which is equated

with feelings of inferiority and loss of self-esteem.  Suggestions have been made that treatment

for miid depression be centered around restoring the feeling of self-svorth in the person

 (Botwinick 1973).  lt is important therefore that all citizens strive to acknowledge one of

the nation's greatest natural resources and restore to older persons' feelings of self-worth and

self-esteem by inv・olving them in activities that enable thetn to feel useful. 

  Looking at older people and their creative talents and comparing creativity among Japanese

and American old people is a worth-while task that has not been examined in great detail

  ln summary the older population in both America‘ and Japan ig.  quite large and continues to

increase.  Many older people are in a sense cast off and stigmatized as being usetess. 

Reischauer believes that the Japanese are intellectually not very creative.  To examine his view. 

NN'e would like to assess creativity factors among old people in Japan and in the United States. 

   1 ・1 Statement of the Problem

  Older people in Japan may have fewer opportunities to utilize their creative talents than

American people.  The problem statement of this study is the following: To identify sisnilar-

ities and differences in creativity characteristics between Japanese older women and American

older women as measured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking 〈TTCT) . 

   1 ・2 Purpose of the Study

  The purpose of this study was to compare the creativity traits in the two groups of older

people.  Using the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) .  a group of Japanese older

women and a group of American older women were tested in order to compare the characteris-

tics of creativity The researcher hopes that from the data gathered people.  especia 11y Japanese

peopie will become more aware of the nature of creativity

   1 .  3 Definition of Variables and Terms

  During the course of this study the following definitions ol terms were used

older people aged or elderly : people aged 60 and older. 

junior older people : those older people aged 60 to 65 years. 
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senior older people : those older people aged 66 to 70 ｝:ears. 

creativity : a proceg.  s that does not always result in a product characterized by originality

     of thousrht and execution and measured by the Torranee Tests of Creative Thinking

       〈TTCT).  TTCT scores consist of four factors which are fluency.  flexibility ela-

      bori tion and originality

   1 t 4 Hypotheses

  There is ic possibility that Japanese older people have maintained their creative ability and

are as creative ic s American older people.  The researcher w'as also interested in whether or

not chronological age has. an｝g relationship to measured creativity.  Since definitive findings

were not available the following 1)ypotheses were constructed in the null form:

ユ. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Jr'

6. 

There is no significant difference between the overall creativity s¢ores from the

TTCT of Japanese older women and American older women

There is no significant difference between the overall creativity scores.  from the

TTCT of Junior and 'iSenior older women. 

(a) Fluency is not related to culture differonce

(b) Fluency ・is not related to age. 

(a)Flexibility is iiot related to culture difference. 

(b)Flexibility is not related to icge. 

(a)Originalit｝ is not related to culture difference. 

(b) Originality is not retated to age. 

(a！) Elaboration is not related to culture difference

(b！) Elaboration is not related to age. 

   1 ・ 5 REVIEW OF THE LITE RATURE

  XiV hat is creativity？ liAis'hat does it mean to be creatiii'e？ Different people define creativity in

many ways.  There is no absolute way to define creativity and that which is regarded as crea＋

tive in one culture may・ not be in another.  Some people simply define creativity as the ability to

bring something new into existence.  Other may define creativity as the ability to see or to be

aware and to respond.  Still others define creativity as the process that results in a composition

that is both new and valuable.  Torrance (1962) defines creative thinking as the process of

sensing gaps or disturbing missing elenlentsゴornling ideas(〕r hypotheses concernillg them tesレ

ing these hypotheses; and communicating the results possibly modifying and retesting the

hypotheses. 

  Creativity can be approached in two ways.  Creativity is a proce'ss as well as a product. 
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According to Roslansky (1970) The creative process starts always sN'ith the seeing or sensing

of a probtem.  The roots of creativeness lie in one's becoming aware that.  something is wrong

or lacking.  or mysterious 〈p.  20) One of the salient traits of a truly creative person is that

he sees problems 'herc others clo not Roslansky (1970) states that anything thac t is experi-

enced or made by man-an iden a work of art a scientific theory the design of a building-may

be a creative pr(duじt;but if they are to qualify as true creationsしhey must first meet certain

criteria.  The first requirement of a creative product is novelt. y: it must be original.  The

second requirement.  the product tnug.  t be ada｛)tive to realit｝:.  The third the creative product

must be producecl The fourth.  the creative product must be an aesthetically pleasing one. 

The fifth a creative product is one in which the product creates new conditions of human'exist-

ence.  transcending and transforming the generally accepted experience of man by introducing

new principles that clef. v tradition and change radically man's view of the world. 

  There are two leve'ls or distinct types of creativity.  There is the little-understood talent-

t). i'pe creatiivity exemplified by g.  uch unique indivridu｛'ils as rL・lozart.  Such geniuses display in-

nate capabillties characterized by a complex and unique drive The second is the selfactuatized

creativit. y akin to the naive creativeness of ul)spoi且ed children a poteI. 比ia【glven to a且且human

beings at.  birth ( 1'aylor and Getzels.  1975.  )

  Various stages ot creativity beginning in childhood.  start with the eagctrness to experience

things.  This stage ct n be seen in a child as he exptores everything through his senses At

thi: point' the child'. s imagination begins to develop.  Creativit｝; increases until the elementarrv'

years.  particular且y the しhird and f【. 〕urth grades when peer grouP Pressure forces children to

confornt to the group (Torrance 1962). 

  Lehman.  according to Birren and Schaie 〈1977＞.  wag.  a pioneer in investigating creativit. y over

the life span.  iXccording to Lehman peak creative potential appears to occur in the years

35'40: the yc/ars 40-50 arc・ comparable to the years 20-30 but the decline thereafter is both re-

morseless and accelerated ( Birren and Schaie.  1977). 

  Is creativity iearnecl？ Torrance (11962) has dcveloped a theory in which he says that creativ・

it］v' is learned.  Torrance believes that given the right.  circumstance's.  c:reativity svill emerge:

likewise creativity rill rema in submerged if it is denied proper opportunities. 

  Highly creative persons stress their inventiveness.  indepcndence individuality enthusiasm

determination.  and industrF. :・ while thc・ less creative stress virtue.  good character.  rationality

i nd concern for othert Beinsr more t elf-accepting.  highly creative pert ons are abie to speak

frankty and in a :nore unusual way about themsetves (Taylor and Getzets 1975).  Creative
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people are acclirate sharp observers.  have high sexual drive and are more vigorous and ner-

v(us than others;they bind high levels of tension receive pleasure fronl discharging tllese telレ

sions and temporarily avoid dis.  tinction betwe'en self and object ('Barron.  1969). 

  Creative men i nd w()men shc)sv nian｝' g.  iniilarities in basic pcrsonality.  lt is true that each

group has characteristics of its o;n.  Creative men mathematicians are more oittgoing setf-

accepting and masterful.  The striking diffei'encos between creative men and ssomen in profes-

sional status and in productivity i fter graduate school seem to reflect social rolet an(1 institu・

tional arrangement more than fundalヨ1ellta且creative traits (Rothenberg and Hausman. 1976). 

  There are several factors that serve to block or inhibit a person's cre;itiveness first among

thern being the failure to see a problem where one exists.  Hc who is overly g. atisfied ;ith him・

seEf or with the situition in ;hich he finds himself will be blind to.  shortcomiHgs in hirnself or in

his surro. undings.  Another important factor that may hamper attetnpts to solve probiems

creatively is the amount.  and availabilit｝r of information or knowledge pertinent to the solution. 

gXn excessive input of information makes the problem look more complex than in actuality it is

 〈 Roslansky 1970) . 

  Onc of the problems in the study of creativity is bow to measure the factor Various t. ests

have been devetoped to measure creativity but as ith intelligence tests.  the crei tivity tests are

not always reliable.  For example according to Buros (1972)creative thinking nn‘y be influ-

encecl by personalit. v and situationa］ variables.  Als｛).  creativity tests cannot alwa｝rs be linked

with sociallv i:altiable creative behavior
         

  '1'orri nce and his colleaguos have developed a ba ttery of tests cailcd the Torrance.  Test of

Creative' Thinking (TTCT) by borrowing and adapting other tests Some of the tests.  derived

by Torrance are the 'lust Suppose tests.  Tin Can Uses test.  and Ask-and-Guess

These are open-ended type. s of tests in wliich the subject elaborates on a question asked of h'im

thinks of unus.  uaE uses for an object.  and elaborates on what is happening in a picture shown

him (Barr‘川. 1969＞.  Torrance's tests measure four facto1・s of cl・eativity nalllely. fluency the

number of ideas; ilexibility ideas that are different from those ordinarit｝' assoeiated with a

probtern: claboration extending an idea by building onto it; and originality.  a novel or unique

idea (Burc)s 1972) As did Buros Barron (1969) a lso sees limitations in thet e tests in that

they mny not utilize the subject's deepe'sL thottghts.  they measurc crcativity ln fragments and

the tests are timed.  therefore possibl｝r st. ifling the subject's total developntent of his responses. 
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   1 ・ 6 Creativity of the Japanese

  Reischauer (1977) at Harvard University the author of The Japanese says:

      The popular gencralization is that the Japanese are inteltectually not very creative. 

    No one can hax・'e any doubts about their great artistic creativeness.  but their achieve-

    ments in the realm of ideic and philosophy do seem less impressive No modern

    Japanese thinker has appeared noteworthy to the rest of the world.  Japanese have

    madc relatively few contributions to basic science and only three or four so far have

    been singled out for l obel Prizes.  The Japanese industrial triumphs have been based

    largely on efficient borrowing or ingenious adaptation of foreign techniques rather than

    on independent scientific discoveries Political thought philosophy and scholarship in

    the social sciences in Japan are to a large extent the maniqulation or synthesizing of

    ideas derived from abroad rather than original creative work (p.  225). 

  Reischauer (1977) also said that Japanese have always seemed to lean more toward subtlety

and sensitivity than to clarity of analysis.  to intuition rather than to reason to pragmatism

rather than to theory to organizational skills rather than to great intellectual concepts.  They

have never set much store by clarity of verbal analysis and originality of thought They put

great trust in nonverbal understanding and look on oral or written skills in handing language

and on sharp and clever reasoning as essentially shallow and possibly deceitful.  lntellectuats

as a whole tend to be isolated by their hotly defended '‘isms from both the unresponsive mas-

ses and the pragmatic controllers of government and business Westerners tend to look on the

relative lack of intellectual creativity of Japanese as a sign of inferiority but this may be only a

VV'estern cultural bias. 

  According to the Seidensticker (1961)  the author of Life World Library Japan says that

 Along with the dexterity and eagerness to learn from others goes the famous cic pacity for

imitation.  There can be no question that it exists.  and that because of it the Japanese a‘ re able

to economize on researc11 Japanese are on且y copiers and pirates軍' (p. 16).  He also says that

Japanese are known as great borrowers but they are also great preservers (p.  105)

  Cobb (1967) says Japan previous to the Twentieth Century presented no opportunities for

the deve［opment and expression of scientific abilitジ ｛p. 11).  According to Akimoto (1961)

 The other creative factor which had played a vital role in forming the peculiar Japanese cul・

ture namely the chronic poverty of material resources has been the inevitable condition of

Japanese life for millenniums imposed by fate or providence.  as you may choose to say ( p 7). 

  According to Vogel reported by Burks (1981) at Harvard University.  the author of Japan as

Number One says Americans could learn a lc)t from Japan's success if they were only willing to

pay attention (Burks.  1981 p.  246).  Vogel offered a masterful analysis of Japan's continued

modernization long after post-war reconstruction t. he country's effectiste organization.  its skill
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in adapting technological imports its patience in marketing and its disciplined work force. 

Japan could serve as a model.  this time for other postindustrial powers (Burks.  198'1). 

  According to UNESCO standards.  Japan's titeracy rate (99. 9 percent ) is the highest in the

world The total nlimber of Japanese educational personnel including research and development

 (R ＆ D). ranks second (after the United States) in the Nvorld (Burks 1981).  Also. 

Japanese are among the world's greatest readcrs of newspapers.  The number of titles that the

Japanese publishing industry turns out every 〉ear is among the highest per capita in the world

 (Seidensticker 1961).  Reischauer (1977) says Japanese are indeed a highly educated peo-

ple and in the field of mathematics the Japanese have tended to rank first in the world (p.  171). 

  In Japan a group player is obviously appreciated more than a solo star and team spirit more

than individual ambition Where the American may seek to emphasize his independence and

originality the Japanese will do the reverse.  ln Japan cooperativeness.  reasonableness and

understanding of others are the virtues most admired not personal drive.  forcefulness and indi-

vidual self-assertion ( Reischauer 1977). 

   1 ・ 7 Creativity of the Americans

  According to Cobb (1967).  the author of lmportance of Creativity says America has.  during

the cour＄e of the last hundred y・ears become the most inventive the most creative country in

the world This creativeness has been stimulated and channeled by the vast projects of settle・

ment.  development and exploitation which the opening of the VViest sparked 〈p.  16).  Cobb

 (1967) also says America is today highly creative in all the practical accessories of life. 

VSfhat it chiefly lacks is creativeness in the fine arts and the development of a mature and mea-

sured international intelligence 〈 p.  22). 

   1 ・ 8 Japanese Older People

  Of Japan's total population of 115 mitlion in 197＆ the number of elderly numbered atniost 10

million or 8. 6 percent The number of elderly could reach 25 miltion.  or 18 percent in the

second decade of the twentyfirst century a rate which would probably surpass those of other

advanced industrial nations in the year 2015 (Burks 1981).  ln January 1979 the Ministry of

Health and Welfare estimated that the average Japanese tifespan had increased to 72. 69 years

for males and 77. 95 for females overall the longest in the world 〈Burks 1981). 

  The 1978 White paper on National Wclfare reported that the number o月apanese nuclear

fami］ies consisting only of the elderly had increased from 680000 (2. 7 percent of al］ families )
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in 1963 to 1. 9 million (5. 6 percent of the nation's households) in 1977.  About three-quarters

of Japan's over 65 popula tion were still sharing hoines with their married children (as com-

pared with about one-fourth in the United States ) Japanese obt ervers hosvevei'.  have refer・

red to 曹浮≠唐?household sharing where the older live with the younger family menibers in the

same house but with strictly separated listing space and household accounts; and to

 quasi-household separation  :here the elders live separatel｝: but at a distance short enough

to allo: daily contact ln one case of quasi-household sharing a young wife commented The

privacy of each famil)i' is well guarded.  1'm free from psychological warfare with my

mother-in-law Too such quasi-household arrangements give to oScler people security and jo｝r

of living ( Burks 1981). 

  Japan's medical insurance system has been in effect since 1927.  Nearly a ll doctors hospitals

and clinics as wetl as dentists handle medical insurance patients.  As of December 1964 98. 5

percent of the entire Japanese population was covered by medica) insurance programs and near-

ly 60 percc］nt of all medical expen: es was pa id b. v medical insttrance.  Any kind of medical fee

is totatly free to older people whose age is over 60 and to children under 3 years old.  When

older people are mentally and physically itnpaired.  they often stay at the nearest clinics or hos・

pitals of their home which is free so that family and grandchildren can visit older people easily

 ( Ministry of Foreign . Affairs 1967). 

   1 .  9 American Older People

  Older people those aged 65 and above comprise 11 percent of the population of the 1. jnited

States ( Atchley 1980).  Because of better medical facilities and ci re citizens are iiving longer:

for example the average life span of a man ig.  72 yeargL and the life span of a woman is 77 years. 

Older women compose a larg.  er segment of the oldet' populati(m than do older men Three out of

every four wives in the United States eventuall｝: face widow＋hood ( Cox.  1981). 

  ln America c. hildren tend to niove awa)t from their parents and cstablish independcnt house-

holds moving the care of the elderly ()ut of the children's reach.  Most Americans own their

homes and more than two-thirds the elderly remain in their home until death.  . Another 25 per・

ccnt over 65 live with a child (Cox 19.  81).  Just oN;er 4 percent ot those in their late sixties

lix'e in institutions such as nursing hornes 〈as compai'ed ;ith about 1. 4 percent in Japa‘n ). 

But as age increased so did the percentage.  For example.  24 percent of those 85 ｝:ears old or

over lived in ing.  titutions ( Atchley 1980)

  About 40 percent of those over 65 have long-tertn chronic conditions that interfere to some
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degree with their daily activities.  VVith the.  high costs of medical care there are few people

who ca' n be completely safe from financial disaster ( Cox 1981). 

  For older'people examples of leisure act. ivites ctin be church involvement.  membership in so-

cial clubs garclening stamp collecting reading or watching television.  More than any other so-

cial institu巨011 the church is the place where the elderly may find personal friendships to lessen

their toi｝eliness ( Bot. winick.  ！973)

   1 ・10 Creativity and the Aged ・

  Much research is available on the process of creativity but practicatly alt the wo' rk has re-

volved around children and their creative abilities As the study of gerontology grows creative

ability in older people will probably 1)e.  investigated to a greater extent. 

  Wayne cited by Ilulicka (1977) has si id that scho］arly productiv・ity was maintained at a

high level through the 60's with only a slight decline in the 70's Also scientific productivity

gtas maintained at a high level throusrh the'.  60's.  However there was a marked decline in the

70's ln addition artistic productiit・ity declined prc)gresE ively from a peak in the 40's to a re-

latively low leve且in the 70●s (Hulicka1977). 

  Decline with age tor many functions ma｝t not be seen before ages 5e or 60.  and even then the

decline may be smatl.  However for other intellectual functions particularl:r those involving

speed or response of nonverbal pE. rcepLual-manipu］ative skills decline may be seen before then

 ( Birren and Schaie 1977).  Iluman beings produce their best work when thelvr are producing

their largest vo且ume of work Lehman cited by Birrell an(1 Schaie(1977. )says 句しlntenectual

capacit｝; and its poss. ible decline with ag. e.  may be important but cannot be the wholestory・

 〈 Birren and E chaie 1977.  p.  622). 

  /iLnother study shows'i that people who perform relativel｝t wu11 when . voung will also perform

relativel｝; svc・11 when ol(1.  Howeiirer.  the performance level when );'oung is no . iv'ardstick of

whether age cleclino will be greaL smali or neither ( Birren and Schaie.  1977)

  Another element that has some influence on creativity 'ts problem solving Botwinick (1978)

says Problem solving takes the form of publically recog'nized creativit. y.  lf problcm-solving

ability declines 'it. h age.  it n)ight be expectcd that ereativity does t. oo (p.  258) SJLthite the

ability to solve problems depends upon a vat'iety of cognitiN;e abilities Botwinick (1973) cun・

ciuded that cognitive ability declines svit. h age Elderl)/ people have greater difficulty.  than

｝ounger people in solving laboratory problems lurgely because these problems require abstract

Older adults pi'efer the tnore concrete taskt and ;orl〈 in a more concrete fashion than younger
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adults.  Education plays a role in the preference for the concrete such that the greater the

education of the older person the less the tendency to prefer and to think in concrete terms

Some evidence also exists that people who are very superior intellectually.  and who can solve

difficult problems show no age decline until relatively later in life-not before age 70( Botwinick. 

1978). 

  In the discussion of creativity and its relation to old age Lehman noted by Torrance (1962)

has said that age itself does not decrease creativity in older people but the factors accotnpany・

ing age are responsible for the decrease.  Along with a decline in physical vigor and energy in

o且dage sensory capacity and motor precision seenl to decline.  All of these elenlents pertain to

creative ability and therefore must affect it.  Older people snay be less motivated.  inflexible and

may strive less for achivement ( Torrance 1962)'. 

  A most important dimension to the reported dccline in creativity with age is the great extent

of individual variation.  Many creative contributions throughout the ages have been made very

late in life (Botwinick.  1978). 

  Finally one can sic y that creativity is more apt to persist into late life and creativity can be

retained and regained regardless of age Even though age is not a ba‘ rrier adults must keep

their minds active life-loving and problem-solving. 

  In summary there is no abg. olute way to define creativity and that which is regarded as crea-

tive in one culture not be in another.  Some American people sa‘ y・ that the Japanese are intellec-

tually not very creative but this may be only a Western cultural bias

  Late life is the time when an individual is best equipped to be creative He ha＄ lived his life. 

gathered much information and knowledg.  e and has a marvelous resource bank to draw on for

his creative interests

2.  PROCEDURE

  A correlational design was used in this f tudy to determine if creativity is related to race or

nationality and also to determine if creativity is related to age The TTCT was administered to

40 older women 20 Japanese and 20 American.  Since the researcher is living in America.  she

asked her mother.  living in Japan to assist in data collection.  The Japanese older women were

tested individualty by the researcher's mother.  The American older women were tested by the

researeher After all of the older women w・ere tested the tests were scored and the chi一一square

statistical test was applied to the scores to determine the significance of relationships between

variables. 
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   2 ・ 1 Sample

  The population from which the sample was drawn consisted of all people over 60 years of age

in Fukuoka City Japic n and York County South Carolina

  The subjects for the Japanese sample are 20 middle class active senior citizens of whom

seven were employed and 13 not employed outside the home.  They are residents in Fukuoka

City Japan.  The subjects for the American sample are 20 middle class.  members of four diffe・

rent churches who were at the time residents in Rock Hill South Carolina.  Once the American

sample had been selected the researcher visited the churches approximately six different times

to administer the TTCT to the subjects individually or in a group.  The researcher proceeded

by explaining the Circles test and then administered the test.  This same process was utilized

the six times testing was performed. 

   2 ・ 2 Method of Data Collection

  Two kinds of data were requircd for this project Minimal personal information was col-

lected from the respondents Specifically.  they were asked to record their age.  The second

type of data consisted of the creativity scores. 

   2 ・ 3 Torrance Test of Creative Thinking

  The Torrance Test of Creative Thinking ( TTCT ) is a series of tests that were developed by

E.  Paul Torrance for the purpose of assessing creative thinking.  Two forms of the test consist

of the verbal test that measures fluency flexibility and originatity and the figural test that

measures fluency flexibility originality and elaboration This test was recommended by Torr・

ance to be used in research studies of cognitive functioning.  retnedial programs new educational

programs individualized instruction and for measuring individual students' potentials The

TTCT can be administered either individually or in a group situation The tests are scored by

hand.  The tests are Torrance's invention and tend to be eclectic rather than based on a theory

of creativity The TTCT is not a measure of all the important aspects of creative thinking but

measurcs certain aspects of it.  The test may be given to persons from kindergarten age

through adulthood (Buros.  1972).  No special training is needed to administer the test

 ( Covington 1982). 
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Ing.  tructions for CIRCLES TEST:

 ln 10 minutc・s sec hot r))an. v ebjects you can make from the circles on the

paget attached.  4 circle shottld be the main part of whateNter you make.  N・Nfith

pencil or pen add linos to the circles to complete y・our picture.  IL'our tinet can

be inside the circle outside the circle or both ing.  ide and outside the circte. 

Try to think of things that no one elg. e in the class wil｝ think of Make at

many things as you can and put as many ideas at you c. an in each one Adcl

labels or titles if the identity of the object is not clear. 

                                          o  o

Examptesi /o p   o o
o     o
 o o
       o

    e

Steering

IJNiheel

Go｛f Ball

 on tee

Fig 1 .  T｛)rrance Test of Creative Thinking一 1
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'v

○

i

○

●
Fig.  2 .  Torranee Teg.  t of Creative Thinking一 2
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Creativity' of older people in Japan and in the U.  S. 

  2 ・ 4 TTCT Scoring

  The ovei'all creativity scores of the TTCT consist of a susnmary of four subgc()res.  These

are fluency flexibility.  originality.  and elabaration.  Fluency is the total number of units or

ideas of the respondent for example.  the total number of circles used in thc circle tasks.  tn

those ver］t' fer instances in which a subject used more than one circte for one idea.  onl｝' one

fluenc＞; point was assigned. 

  Flexibilit｝ incorporates the change of frames of reference in items.  ihiie scoring this sec-

tion the researcher assigned items to categories.  For example.  rheel and tire would be

assigned to one category and svhile the subject would get two poiftts for fluency she would only

be assigned one point for flexibility ln like manner moon and sun svould be ass.  ig. ned to one

category and only one flexibility point would be assigned. 

  Elaboration building onto the basic idea to make it more interesting and to tell more of a

storジ (Torrance. 1962.  p47).  is the third fact. or of cI→eatlvity.  In scoring this section a re-

spondent who made a face frotn a circle for example would receive points for elaboration if she

drew eyes ears or a nose.  Another example of elaborat. ion would be a circle made into a clock

The subject would receiNe points for elaboi'ation by draring the hands and nmnber of the clock. 

  Originahty thinking of an interesting idea no one else in the  (9r‘uP ) will think oビ

 (Torrance 1962 p.  47) .  is the fourth element of creativity.  ln scoring this section ever｝r

idea given on the tcsts was written down and a tally mark placed beside it everytime the same

itein reappeared After all items were writteri down and tatlied.  the researchcr assigned five

points to any idea appearing onl｝; once.  three points to any idea appearing t:ice.  and one point

to any idea appearing three times.  For example.  with these particular respondents only one

person gave crab as an idea on the Circles test and therefore receivred five points for originality

for that particular ret ponse.  Other examples of responses that.  received no originality scores

were face flower.  and clock.  A subject wou［d have received fluency・ flexibility and elabc)ration

points but no originality points Originality was therefore statisticai originality or uniqueness

of a given response

     2 ' 4 ' 1 Validity : There is alwa｝rs a problem of esti blishing the va］idity of an

instru［nent cspecially for factors that.  are i s elusive i s creativity and imaginatic)n.  . According

to Buros (1972) the g.  tudies do suggest that the test docs measure behaviors consistent with

the literature on creative behavioビ (p. 837). but there was also two criticisms of the TTCT

Much work on examining the predicLive v'alidity of the test needs to be done and the TTCT

needs somehor to shoxv its connection with reality and t. hi t it is predictive of socially vatuable
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creative behavior.  Buros (1972) states that the TTCT is useful for further research of

creativlty but that it should probably be used with a great deal of assessing an individuals'

creative potential without better norms a link with real-life creative behavior and studies of

predictive validity. 

     2 ' 4 ' 2 Reliability : Creative thinking may be affected by situational and per-

sonality variables and motivational conditions can be anticipated to influence test-retest

reliability.  As a result test-retest reliabilities range from 50 to . 93 over one一 to two-week

periods and from . 35 to 73 over three-tyear periods.  According to Buros (1972) the diversi-

ty of studies and samples suggests that the scaies have adequate rehabi且itジ (p. 837). 

  ln summary the TTCT was chosen for this particular study because it measures four factors

of creativity in a relatively simple and quick method.  Another reag.  on for the selection of the

TTCT is that it was seldom used on older people to the researcher's knowledge although it is

appropriate for any age The TTCT has sufficient evidence of reliability and validity for the

present investigation. 

     2 .  4 ' 3 Design : This research study utilized a correlational design. 

Following seleetion of the instrument the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking two organized

groups frorn which the samples could be drawn were identified.  An active group of senior

citizens were identified in four different churches for the American sample.  Permissions were

obtained to interview persons in churches and a procedure was developed to assure confiden-

tiality of the s.  ubjects Once data were obtained these were put in a secure place with only

code numbers used on the instrunle飢s. 

  Appointments were made to administer the tests to the American groups in june 1982.  The

test was administered individually or in a group.  The subjects who were in Japan were tested

on an individual basis by appointment during the time period of May 1982 to June 1982. 

Following completion of the data collection the instruments were scored and analysis was done

during July 1982. 

   2・5 Method of Data Analysis

  The chi-square statistical test was thc selected method for analysis of the raw scores

obtained from the testing.  This particular statistical test was chosen because it is a measure of

associations between two or more nominal level variables: the variables in the present study

nationality and age respectively were assessed for relationt hip with overall creativity.   The

five percent level of significance was chosen for rejectillg or failing to reject the肌ill hypotheses. 
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Creativit｝t of older peop］e in Japan and in the (J.  S. 

Eaeh of the four factors (fluenc｝' flexibility elaboration and originality ) from which the

overall creativity sco' res were derived and assesscd was compiled according to their age and

nationnl origin. 

3.  FINDINGS

  The chi-square statistical test was used to test the hypotheses of this stud. v.  The five per-

cent level of significance was selected as the basis for rejecting or faiting to reject an

hypothesis.  The findings based on statistical treatment of the null hypotheses will be enumer-

ated below

  Hypothesis 1 : There is no significant difference between the overall creativity scores on the

               TTCT of Japanese older women and 4Xmerican older women. 

  ln testing this hypothe: is the overall creativity scores were ranked from lowest to highest (42

to 141) with notations as to which ones were Japi nese older women and which ones were Amer-

ican olcler women.  The median svec s then fotind ic nd those above the median considered low

achievers in creat. ivity and those scoring.  below t. he median considered high achievers in

croativity The chi-sqin re statistical test was computed ic nd a value of 3. 6 with one degree of

freedom wic s obtained.  This wi s not st. ntistically significant.  Results indicated tlmc t nationality

was not significantly related to either high or low creativity scores

  Hypothesis 2 i There is no significi nt difference between the overall creativity scores on the

               TTCT of junior and senior older omen. 

  In吐esting this hypothesis.  the ages of the respondenしs were placed ln order from youngest to

oldest.  The ages ranged from 60 to 70 years of agc with a median ol age 65 When the median

was found.  the respondents above the median (ages 60-65) were designatecl as junior older

people and those respondents below the median (ages 66-70) were designated as senior older

people The chトsquare statist. ica］test was then computed on data concerning age of

respondents.  . L v'alue ()f 3. 2 with one degree ot freedom w-as obtained.  lt was not statistic'all. y

significant at the . 05 level.  The findings resealed that being a junior or senior older person

was not significant with regard to the overatl creativity scores. 

  . Attention was then turned to the assessment of the specific factors that compose the overall

creativity score.  These factors i re fluency flexibility.  elaboration.  and originality. 

IIypotheses addressed to this possible relationship :ere the folloring:

  3 a Fluency is not related to culture ditference. 

    b F［uency 'ts not related to age
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  4 i Flexibility is not related to cutture difference. 

   b Flexibility is not related to age

  5 a Originality is not related to culture difference. 

    b Originality is not related to age. 

  6 a Elabotation is not related to culture difference

    b Elabotation is not retated to ic ge. 

  Individual chi-square tests were computed on the bLバ parts of the above hyp()theses which

dealt culture difference The results are presented in Table 1 . 

Table 1 .  Relationship of TTC・T Components to Culture Difference

ゼ S.  ignificance

Fluencv

FEexibilitv

Originality

Etaboration

4
4
4
0

0
凸
U
∩
V
O

 
 
 
1

 
 
 
 

S
S
S
O

N
N
N
O

N'. S.  : Not sigiiificant
.
 

  The null hypotheses concerned with fluency.  flexibilitF and originality were not related to

cu］ture difference.  With respect to elaboration a chi-square statistic of 10. 0 was obtained

which was stastistically significant at the . Ol level.  Therefore this null h). 1・'potheg. is was re-

jected with a conclusion tht t there wi( s a relationship between culture difference and the tenden-

cy to score lo;er on Lhe elaboration factor.  The Japanese women pitt a great dea1 more detail

into Lheir drarings and consequenLly score(1 significantly higher on the elaboration factor. 

Table2 .  Relationt hip of TTCT Components to Age

x Significance

1;luenc｝'

ドlexibili吐:v

Originality

Elaboration

O. 8

0. 8

3. 2

3. 2

NS

NS

N. S. 

N S

  The m川hypotheses which stat. e that there are llo significant〔lifferences between scores〔〕n

the individual cot｝iponcnts of creatiNrity and age of the respondent cannot be rejected. 

iALccording to these re: ults there was no rclat. ioni hip betvveen the scores on the individual parts. 

of the TTCT and age of the respondent. 
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4.  SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS

  The purpose of this st. udy w・as to cotupare creativity scores from the '11'C'1' in tgro groups of

older people jic panese women and American women.  Another purpose of the study was to de-

termine if the age of the respondents had any effect on their creative ubility. 

  One subtest of the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking designed b｝; Torrance (1962) were

u. sed to assess creatiNrity.  This test was the Circles test The overall crecttivitv score was

obtained by coinpiling the scores from the subtest. 

  The E ubjects :ere 20 Jap;nese older women in Fukuoka City Jac pan They ranged in age

from 60 to 70 F;ears The remainder of the sample consisted of 20 Americac n older women in

Rock H川 SouLh Camlina.  T. hey ranged in age fI・om 601:｛｝70 years. 

  The creativity testg were scoi'ed by hand by the researcher Chi-square analysis rere

cotnputed.  The . 05 level c)f significance svas used as the basis of rejecting or failing to reject

the null h］'potheses. 

  The niajor h. ypotheseg.  dealt with the relationship between creativity scores and nationality

and between creativit. y scores and age ot the respondent.  Additic)nal h)'potheses dealt with the

componentg.  of creativity scores and their possible relationship to age and culture diffei'ence. 

  Overatl creativit:t as not found to be related to nationality nor to the age of the respondent. 

Nli'1｝en the 'mdividttal components of creativity :ere tested the chi-g.  quare results showed that

the factor of culture difference was significant！y COI) related to the elaboration scores. 

Fluency.  ftexibility and originality rere not significantly related to cutture difference and asre of

respondent

  The conclusion ras that creativity and natic)nality svere not s.  ignificantly related in t. he sample

used.  Creatisrity and the age.  of the respondent do not seein to be relnted. 

  Some suggestion: for further research of creativity ancl older people couid involve expanding

the sic mple and considering a male sample since these subjects were atl fe. male.  Another sug-

gestion could be the relationg.  hip of emplo｝;ment outside the home to ci'eativit. y.  IL？V'ould one like・

lv find aniv' differences in creativitv when 一ton｝en rho have interacted extensivelv in the world

out: i｛te the home are compared N・stith those who spend the majot' portion of their lives within the

house. 

  The interesting thing we found betreen Japaneg.  e and . American older Jomen wns thejr crea-

tlveしraiLs are siITIital'even though Reischauer sajd』apanese are not creative Another in1erest・

insr observation.  atthough net treated statisticall｝:.  wns the domesticity factor.  Specificd' 111v' re・

viewing the responses on the circtes test i notic. ed an unusual number of Japane: e responses. 
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rere kitchen cooking or home-related items: for example.  many women drew a pan lid teapot

hand mirror and fan.  After reviewing the results.  one might specutate that Japanese women

spend a great deal of time inside the home for housesvork.  They spend at least two hours pre・

paring supper and one and a half hours washing the dishes Scrubbing the house everyday is a

common occurence in Japan especialty among old aged people.  Compared to Japan's responses. 

many American women drew a ball a smiling face a sunf・lower and ballon Very few Americac n

women drew domestic items. 

  The trait of creatis;it｝ appears to persist into later life when good health is present.  lt is

especially important then that attention be given to older people both Japanese and American

and that time and activities be arranged to increase their creative activity. 
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